AFLUX Flight #10 – Polar 5 – 03.04.2019
Mission PI: Dmitry Chechin
Objectives:
Turbulent, radiative flux measurements and microphysics observations in mid-level clouds
over sea ice, as well as in the boundary layer below them. To that aim, a straicase pattern
with 11 legs was planned.
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Overview
The main objective was to do the “extended” staircase pattern with 11 legs at one location in
order to sample the vertical structure of the mid/low level clouds and boundary layer with
better vertical resolution. It was planned to fly several legs in the mid-level clouds.
Weather (predicted and observed during the flight)
The measurement region was in the western periphery of a large cyclone whose center was
located over the eastern Barents Sea and moving eastwards. This was causing northerly office flow over the Fram Strait. Also, the measurement region was affected by the occlusion
moving from the north-east. This was associated with warmer and moister air advection from
the north-east (!) above the boundary layer. The presence of the mid-level clouds was
predicted by the models over the sea ice. The models also predicted the presence of the lowlevel clouds. During the flight, mid-level clouds were indeed found over the sea ice. These
were the stratocumulus clouds with liquid water near the cloud top and turbulence driven by
the cloud top radiative cooling. However, the low-level clouds were not present. We observed
ice precipitation from the mid-level clouds at all hights down to 200ft. However, the visibility at
the low level was rather good and thus it was hard to classify such conditions as a low-level
cloud.

Flight pattern

Figure 1. Planned flight track.

Figure 2. Actual flight track.

Detailed Flight Logs
10:21 Take-off
10:24 crossing the local cloud over the fjord. The cloud is thin but it is snowing
LYR-W1 we have to fly more to the north from the planned track due to the flight traffic over
the fjord. To the north, one can see mid-level clouds and some lenticularis over the
mountains.
10:46 we are flying over the solid low-level stratocumulus deck over open water. One can
see the long-period structures in the cloud field. These are the roll clouds in the satellite
image, but they look more like waves from the airplane.
DS1 dropsonde is realeased at W1
DS2 did not work
We have to climb to 11500 ft to be above a thin layer over the mid-level clouds
11:14 rolls have smaller scale and are better visible
Approaching W3 cloud holes start to appear and one can start seeing ice floes
Arriving to W2: more mid-level clouds to the east from W2. Therefore, we go straight to the
east at 11500ft looking for a good cloud. We found a good mid-level cloud and changed the
heading to the south-east, as the cloud is longer in this direction and this would allow us to
have longer legs in this cloud.
One can see a mid-level cloud at a height of about 11500 more to the east, but we choose to
investigate the cloud at a lower elevation.
Staircase:
Leg 1 @ 11500ft above the mid-level cloud
Leg 2 – a slow descent through the mid-level cloud: 7000ft cloud top; 6000ft cloud base
Leg 3 @ 4000ft below the cloud in precipitation
It becomes more turbulent starting from 5000ft
Leg 4 @ 6000ft at the cloud base, it is turbulent, temperature about – 15oC
Leg 5 @ 6500ft in the cloud, more turbulent, a little bit of icing starts, liquid water is present
Leg 6 @ 6800ft at the edges of the leg we are out of th cloud. Now we are close to the
cloud top. It seems that the cloud top height is decreasing in time
Leg 7 @ 6200ft still in the cloud and still turbulent
Leg 8 @ 200ft narrow and long leads, some are freezing up, large ice floes.
Leg 9 @ 400ft it feels like it is more turbulent in the south-eastern part of the leg
Leg 10 @ 600ft still turbulent

Leg 11 @ 800ft almost no turbulence. Mid level cloud seems to disappear, go away.
We measured ice particles at all the low-level legs. This might be precipitating ice from the
mid-level cloud
Saw-tooth #1 ascent :
turbulence starts at about 5000ft
6000ft – cloud base, thin cloud, but turbulent
6500ft – surfing at the cloud top
Saw-tooth #2 descent:
The cloud at 6000ft is thin, not as thick as before
Some patchy strips of low-level clouds are at about 2500ft
Descending we are heading towards a large lead with a cloud in the middle of it, the cloud
top of this cloud is at bout 800ft, also it starts to be turbulent at this height, we are crossing
this lead, but closer to its upwind side.
Leg at 200ft: we are crossing another large lead
Saw-tooth #3 ascent:
We start climbing up in the middle of a large lead.
At 500ft is the cloud base and 1000ft is the cloud top. It is turbulent at the cloud top
Saw-tooth # 4 descent:
We descent through the stratocumulus over the marginal sea ice zone. One can still see the
ice floes, even at 79o40' (close to W3).
Cloud top is at 1400ft.
We observe snow showers
Saw-tooth # 5 ascent from W3 in the direction of Ny Alesund through the stratocumulus over
open water
cloud base is at 800ft, cloud top at 1800ft
Over the fjord close to NyALesund there is a solid deck of stratocumulus, cloud tops are at
about 800-1000m. Radar intercomparison with Ny Alesund is possible.
Sea ice conditions
At the staircase position sea ice was represented by large ice floes and long narrow
refreezing leads. Further south, the marginal sea ice zone got significantly wider, as
compared to the previous days. Ice floes were visible already at 79o40'N, at W3 location.
Low-level stratocumulus started already over the marginal sea ice zone.

Figure 3. Sea ice below mid-level clouds.
Instrument Status:
Polar 5
Basis data acquisition
Nose Boom
MiRAC
AMALi
SMART
Eagle/Hawk
Drop Sondes
Cloud probes

Three of six dropsondes did not work for unknown reason. The signal from them was lost
after release.
Elena reported problems with one of the channels of SMART.
Quicklooks:

Quicklook 1. MiRAC

Quickook 2. Amali

Quicklook 3. CAS, CIP and PIP DLR quicklook.

Quicklook 4. Eagle

Quicklook 5. Hawk

Quicklook 6. Noseboom

